In East Asia, there 
Introduction
In recent years, there has been a sudden increase in the numbers of Vietnamese exchange students in Japan. Many of these students who are of Science-Engineering background, do not have Japanese fluency to support their research. As such, to achieve quality research activity, they would need to study Japanese along with their research and would also have a requirement for supportive translational tools. The Vietnamese Machine Translation System is not only useful in terms of supportive learning but in terms of translational research. Economically, Vietnam has been forging close relations with Japan in recent years. However, research of Vietnamese-Japanese (VN-JP) machine translation has only begun and it cannot be said that a practical translating tool has been developed. In August 2008 a "Google Translator: Vietnamese version" which employed Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) was released. This allowed Vietnamese to be translated into Japanese, although the BLEU score for this VN-JP translation was about 0.1, which indicates that a vast improvement is required to increase accuracy between VN-JP translations. Between VN-JP, in general, a large-scale Parallel Corpora does not yet exist. Also in terms of Vietnamese, there is no Morphological Analyser, a machine capable of determining parts of speech (grammatically). Furthermore, in terms of language type, Japanese and Vietnamese fit in to a different category as is shown in Figure 1 , so when applied to a SMT, compared to similar language types (for Japanese it would be Korean), one can contemplate how difficult its translation would be. However, the areas in East Asia where Chinese characters are used to express words such as Korea, Japan and Vietnam, a relationship in characters must clearly exist. Even though there are differences in language type, by using Chinese characters as a parameter, and corresponding characters individually, one would assume translational accuracy to a certain degree would be guarantee. Again, in conditions where a morphological analysis is or is not administered and translational accuracy of the same or increased result is produced, it shows that a morphological analyser is not essential. Where the paired languages corpus size is small, this result provides data that allows a decrease in translational cost. Therefore, this dissertation will propose ideas in which accuracy can be increased by using Small Parallel Corpora (SPC), instead of using a morphological analyser, the current optimum method for translation accuracy.
. 
Precedent Research
As research in Machine Translation between VN-JP is extremely scarce, up to the present time rule based translation research and statistical based research has been conducted. As a rule based research, there are [4] , [5] . This research mainly focuses on noun phase and modified adnominal clause, with translational accuracies over 80%. However, there is no research in translation other than noun phase and modified adnominal clause, resulting in problems with comprehension. In relation to a statistical base translation tool, as there are no specific essays written, companies rely on translators such as "Google Translator", and "Microsoft Translator" (both developed and operated by Microsoft).
Regarding POS, Japanese has a morphological analyser which functions as word segmentation, applied analyser and a part of speech investor. A representative POS is ChaSen 1 . On the other hand, a Vietnamese tokenizer has been developed and exhibited in recent years, but research in tools that bear the functions in [12] , [13] , POS is still being put forward and [14] , [15] is yet to be exhibited. Vietnamese does not utilize conjugative words so conjugative analysis is unnecessary, however like English; it is common for positions of words to control its function. Therefore POS increases its accuracy and it is predicted that this role will be important.
Again, in machine translations where Japanese is translated in pairs, it is assumed at all times that morphological analysers have been used, however research testing statistical translation instead of morphological analysers is unlimited.
In conclusion, on VN-JP machine translation, using high quality corpus and existing morphological analysers (only word divider in Vietnamese), and attempting the standard machine translation, it can be predicted that translation accuracy would increase. Additionally, translating and comparing individual words and character/syllables of translation corpus would be a new approach. Thus in our research we will construct a translation system through the use of SMT system. Within the Statistical Translation, the phrase-base of the machine translator is the mainstream [7] . This technique will be adapted in our research.
Characteristics of the Vietnamese Language and the similarities between Japanese
In terms of language typology, Vietnamese is similar to Chinese and is an isolated language. It does not utilize declension and it expresses meaning by word arrangement. For this reason it differs greatly grammatically in an agglutinative language like Japanese. The basic word ordering for Vietnamese is SVO, and ordering of modified and modifier phase is reversed when compared to Japanese. Also, Chinese heavily influences Vietnamese and its vocabulary includes many words originating from Chinese characters (called CN-VN language from now on), this applies for Japanese. It is said that the ratio of the CN-VN languages for Vietnamese is higher than Japanese, being 3:7 (4:6 for Japanese) [2] . In Table 1 examples of Vietnamese and CN-VN language will be shown. Furthermore, the existing notational system is by individual syllables and spacing allows the alphabets to be grouped and 
CN-VN
Meaning "I speak Vietnamese." Watashi (Tôi)= "I", Betonamu go(tiếng Việt)= "Vietnamese Language" , Hanashimasu (nói)= "to speak". 
However, in the present, Chinese characters have been replaced with alphabet with accents called "QUOC NGU" (national language). When "QUOC NGU" expresses a single Chinese character it is always presented as a single syllable. Therefore if one were to express "VIET NAM" as a Chinese character it would be "越南", and Hanoi would be "河内". As you can see the fundamental structure of the language is composed of Chinese characters therefore there are connections between Japanese and Vietnamese vocabulary. As shown in Table 2 , the word "注意" (pronounced Chu-i in Japanese) in CN-VN is "CHU ("注") Y ("意")", there are many similar examples in CN-VN language and Japanese. Referring to [3] , within the vocabularies used in the Japanese Proficiency Test, research of the match and mismatch of the two-character word and CN-VN language was conducted. Out of the 3,765 words, approximately 30% of the Japanese and Vietnamese words were exactly the same in both meaning and characters. As well as 20% of partially similar words were recorded. Therefore, within the small parallel corpora when thinking of Vietnamese-Japanese translation, in terms of syllables with Chinese character origin, by effectively utilizing the relationship of syllables and Chinese characters like "VIET= 越" "NAM= 南", one can predict increasing translation accuracy. Although this does not mean the numbers of Vietnamese syllables and the number of Japanese characters match with every example. According to the Kanji vocabulary data base from [3] , Vietnamese which corresponds with Japanese two-character words such as "CHO" Original language" = "市場" (market), "THU" = "手紙" (Letters) which has a 1:2 ratio with numbers of Vietnamese syllables and the number of Japanese Kanji characters has a 6% occurrence (5% being Vietnamese origin words). In reverse, like "NGUOI DAN THANH PHO"="市民" (Citizen), in approximately 1% of cases there are more syllables than characters. In total, around 7% does not have any association. It should also be noted that the vocabularies where hiragana is accompanied, to aim for 1:1 association is near impossible. For this reason, there is a need for attention with the associative relationship of Vietnamese syllables and Japanese Kanji characters.
Method proposition

Outline of method proposition
From what we have discussed thus far we propose a SMT system that can correspond and focus on Vietnamese syllables and Japanese characters. Our translation system will primarily use and follow an orthodox phase based SMT system such as GIZA++ [14] and MOSES [6] , and will go through several modifications before completion. In cases of EN-JP translation, firstly, both languages are put through a POS then divided into individual keywords. However in our method, Vietnamese will be translated via individual syllables. At the same time for Japanese, ChaSen will be used to separate each keyword then within those keywords, nouns which are only constructed by Kanji, will be separated into individual characters. By limiting the candidate to those Japanese words with Hiragana on the end, it will allow a noun to gain its own independence and will be targeted only on those with two or more kanji constructing a word. When a paired noun is judged and is rejected by the translator to keep it as simple as possible, that small percentage of subjects will be disregarded, as its effect on the result is most likely to be very small. With this in mind, four methods will be on trial and compared to find the most accurate translational pathways. The four methods are -Both Japanese and Vietnamese in individual words then translated (method 1), Vietnamese in individual words, Japanese in individual characters (method 2), Vietnamese in individual syllables, Japanese in individual words (method 3), Vietnamese in individual syllables, Japanese in individual characters (method 4: proposed method). SMT system flow chart will be provided by figure 2, results of different methods will be in figure 3. Table 3 shows the outline of the practice corpora. In total about 45,000 paired words (including all sentences, phrases, words) were used in our data. Of those 45,000 words, approximately 25,000 are sentences and phrases and the other 20,000 are words. Within the 25,000 sentences and phrases approx 18,000 sets are from the web dictionary "Chuta 2 ". These sentences and phrases are the direct translation of Vietnamese done by the author in collaboration with the School of Foreign Language, Vietnamese National University. Another 5,000 sets of Vietnamese translation from texts of science and technology were edited for the use of Japanese researchers. The rest (approximately 3,000) are gathered from WEB based translations of VN-JP comparative corpus edited and divided by translators. The field of sets include approximately19,000 sets from normal conversational texts and approximately 7,000 sets from subjects of science and technology. From translation dictionaries 21,398 words have been gathered. Of the approximate 21,000 words, 10,000 words are from an engineering dictionary with the remainder from a kanji dictionary. All are translated and produced by Vietnamese translators. 200 sentences are data specifically for tuning; evaluation data is also 200 sentences. Sentences are of general text and science and technology text, each composing 100 sentences. Of the general sentences, example sentences (Japanese) and translated sentences (Vietnamese) were randomly selected from the "Japanese Grammar Dictionary (Vietnamese version)" (Education Publishing House, Vietnam). 200 sentences of Science and Technology texts were randomly selected from "Japanese Guidance on Science and Technology" (Keio University Publication). The sentences selected from science and technology and general texts also include complex sentences. In terms of token number, the mentioned data"s total token number and the average token number for a single sentence was shown. Also, the token number for individual words and syllable units (VN) or character units (JP) was shown. The rate of division is calculated by dividing the token number for word unit by token number of syllable and characters. The larger the score for Vietnamese, the higher the score for syllables to words combined. In reverse, in cases of Japanese, the higher the score for character division, the higher the total scores. Also, the 2 million sentences of Japanese corpora used for the construction of a language model are from the Nikkei newspaper. When the translation sentence is too long, it can cause problems with machine translation. When the sentence becomes too long, the structure becomes complicated and produces translational errors. To solve this problem, we constructed a translational corpus where if sentences are composed of more than two verses, it will translate by separating into single verse.
Corpora and tools
Again with translation, after font standardization we analysed using automatic conversion of VIQR with ASCII indicator, as it can be completed on any computer without complications. For construction of our translation model we utilized the GIZA++ [16] . GIZA++"s phrase extraction method is "growdiag-final-and". On language model construction we utilized IRSTLM [17] . MOSES was used for decoding, and MERT [18] was used for tuning.
Experiment
To verify the effectiveness of our proposed method, we tested using the below experiment. As explained in 3.1, we performed a SMT system on the four pathways. The result of the accuracy of each of the pathways is written below.
In Method 1, both languages are separated into individual words and then translated. Currently, vnTokenizer [11] and JVnSegmentator [12] have been released as word dividing tools. It is reported that both have produced over 90% in adaptation rate and recreation rate. Within this paper we have used vnTokeizer3.0 for word divisions. For Japanese we used ChaSen. For Method 2, Vietnamese was divided into words and Japanese into characters then translated. An explanation on how the characters were divided can be found in 3.2. In Method 3, only Japanese words were divided using ChaSen and Vietnamese was not touched. Lastly in Method 4, Vietnamese was separated into syllables, and Japanese was separated into characters then translated. In our research Method 4 is our proposed method. The separation of characters is the same process as Method 2.
Assessment procedure
We will now discuss the assessment procedure. First, for accuracy evaluation the output results and reference from Methods 1~ 4 were divided into single characters and unified, then assessed. For accuracy evaluation BLEU [19] was utilized. BLEU measures the length of characters and the degree of coincidence from each method, then when the translated material and the reference translation are completely matched it displays as 1.
When using BLEU, as it measures the reference translation and degree of coincidence, when it comes to measuring accuracy of expressions that are similar, it is unsuitable. However it is a widely used method. Secondly, for our test set, we researched and used the score of N-gram (1gram~8-gram) for the creation of a language model. On method 1, 3 we used statistical N-gram taken from Japanese words. For Method 2,4 the same method as 1,3 was utilized and translation accuracy was measured using BLEU. The test set is from 800 corresponding translation sentences. Within the 800 sentences, 400 sentences are from Science and Technology related texts (will be called Engineering corpus from now on), the remaining 400 are from general texts. Lastly, we translated the same test sets using "Google translate", then calculated the BLEU score and compared its accuracy. The result showed that with any method also non-dependent on the test type, the maximum BLEU score was always above 0.05. Also of note, the maximum BLEU score for the translation of the engineering text for Method 4 was 0.226. On the other hand, Method 1,2 compared to Method 3,4, the BLEU score on the whole resulted in a low score. 
Results
Discussion
On general translation accuracy
The following results were recorded: the highest BLEU score was 0.226 (engineering, Method 4) and 0.138 (general, Method 3). The BLEU score for the same data on "Google translate" for engineering was 0.139 and general was 0.101(As of Jan.2010). The "Google translate" method compared to our proposed method is different in both data and tool. Therefore we cannot compare the result in a direct manner. However, compared to the already existing VN-JP SMT tool, it can be said that the accuracy of our method is relatively high. Again, in considering that BLEU score of EN to JP statistical translation is around 0.38 [8] and Japanese to English is around 0.29 [9] , taking into account the difference between languages (conglutinate -isolated language) in small parallel corpora, Japanese and language typology is to a certain extent valid and we are able to attain translation accuracy. This shows that the quality of the translation corpus was high and also by providing large amounts of data
-JP translation, our proof has provided meaning as to how the accuracy of translation would increase when we used the latest SMT technology.
The effects of division units on translation accuracy
When the Vietnamese words and syllables were divided, the result of the BLEU score differed. In regard to engineering text, Methods 3,4 compared to Methods 1,2 showed BLEU score 10 or higher. In particular for the engineering texts, the difference was significant. Thus from the view of small parallel corpora, it can be said that Vietnamese syllables are more effective than words. However, when we compared the individualised words and characters of Japanese (Method 3, 4) , scores for the engineering texts were the same, for general texts Method 4 showed a lower score. This indicates that for Japanese, from the simplicity point of view, Method 3 is better. The reasons for the increase of accuracy for Vietnamese syllables and characters instead of individual words are, firstly the translation corpus size was minimal. Method 3,4 which translates with individual syllables, in cases where the corpus size is small, instead of translating individualised sentences there are more selections increasing options for correspondence. In contrast, where sentences were separated into words, the collective size was greater than syllables, so to increase correspondence you would also need to increase options. Hence, as the translation corpus size increases in the units of a few million, it can be said that translation accuracy increases respectively. In cases of where the small parallel corpus is less than 50,000, a better result can be obtained if the translation material is divided into syllables. From past research, evidence indicates that with small parallel corpora, by dividing the samples into smaller units, translation accuracy increases. This result has also been supported by AR-EN and CZ-EN translations [21] , [22] . This paper is also provides further evidence supporting the above theory.
In addition, as Vietnamese can also express their language in Chinese characters, this increases the effectiveness when translated. With English, where the language is expressed in alphabet, when divided into words and characters, when paired and translated with Japanese, complications and difficulties occur. At the same time, if Vietnamese was translated from Chinese characters the same problem would occur and translation accuracy would decrease. In reality Vietnamese people understand their language through general units of syllables. This is because approximately 90% of Vietnamese words are composed of two or less syllables and it is constructed so that if one understand the first syllable, recognising and understanding the word is possible. With languages that have special linguistic features, the need for division of words is most likely minimal. For this reason, languages constructed in syllables -for example Chinese, Tibetan, Cantonese and Fujian, the effectiveness of translation from syllables can be predicted.
Effects of text type on translation accuracy
Our experiment also showed large differences in accuracy depending on text types. The general text"s BLEU score excluding Method 3, was below 0.100. In contrast, with engineering text, all Methods produced scores above 0.100, the maximum for Method 3 was 0.224 and Method 4 was 0.226. There are two possible explanations for this. One is the diversity of the sentence type. The general corpora test sets included diversity in its sentences such as declarative sentences, interrogative sentences and request. Furthermore, both written and spoken languages were included. On the other hand, engineering texts were mostly of declarative sentences for written language. In general, interrogative sentences and requests in regard to linguistics, produces options in word order, so these types of diversity cause differences in language typology possibly resulting in a reduction in translation accuracy. Another possible reason involves the division rate of words and the problems that arise from the rate. Looking at Table 3 at the division rate in terms of each text, general texts compared to engineering texts had a higher division rate, for general texts both Japanese and Vietnamese are only divided by multiples of 1.1. This can be related to the higher ratio of Chinese characters in both languages. The Chinese character ratios for written language in Vietnamese and Japanese are both high. The written language for science and technology texts is higher in CN-VN character rates. For this reason, it can be concluded that the difference arising in each method compared to engineering texts, the rates are smaller. In terms of VN-JP translation, for engineering texts, if Chinese characters are used as a parameter, it can be translated to quite high accuracy and in length
Conclusion
In this paper, we have examined the effectiveness of translation of Vietnamese and Japanese from individual syllables using Statistical Machine Translation with small corpora. As a result, with VN-JP statistical translation with small size corpora, with the below conditions, we were able to prove that a high BLEU score can be achieved. 1) Science and technology sentences 2) Vietnamese into individual syllables, Japanese in individual characters or words. 3) 10,000 out of approximately 50,000 JP-VN translational sentence corpus is of engineering translation sentences
It is reported that with English and other European languages, translation accuracy is greater when the small-scale corpora is divided into small individual units. Our experiment also proved that high translation accuracy could be obtained when Chinese character based languages such as Japanese and Vietnamese are divided into smaller units. At the same time, in cases of statistical translation, translation accuracy of engineering texts is higher than the translation accuracy of general texts; this result is one of the achievements of this experiment. In future, to further increase the accuracy of translation systems we would like to conduct these experiments:
(a) Firstly, increase the amount of translation corpus for science and engineering related subjects. It can be predicted that if we are able to validate the patent corpora that was not used during this experiment, JP-VM parallel translation may be able to increase the amount of corpus.
(b) Secondly, if the parallel translation corpus size becomes as large scaled as ten million units, to clarify if the syllable units are still accurate or if this only the case for small-scale corpus. However, in this current experiment we only translated Vietnamese POS with individual words. In the future we would like to first invent a SMT that utilizes the Vietnamese POS, then find if results would differ when we translate words from information provided by POS. Additionally, to research whether translational accuracy would increase when we translate words that are not in the research vocabulary data.
